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Analysis of an Insurance Risk Model with Thinning 
Dependence and Common Shock 
Lai Mei Wan, * Kam Chuen Yuen,t and Wai Keung Lit 
Abstract§ 
We consider a continuous-time insurance risk model with m dependent 
classes of business with dependent claim number processes due to thinning 
dependence and a common shock. The impact of the dependence is studied 
via the adjustment coefficient. The case m = 2 is investigated analytically for 
exponential claim distributions and via simulation for non-exponential claim 
distributions. 
Key words and phrases: adjustment coefficient, by-claim, common shock, main 
claim, thinning dependence, ultimate ruin probability 
1 Introduction 
A traditional assumption in the actuarial literature is independence 
among classes of policies in a book of insurance business. This assump-
tion, however, may not always reflect the reality. For example, suppose 
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a house is damaged by fire. The resulting death claims, medical claims, 
and claims for household damages cannot be regarded as mutually in-
dependent. Over the past decade or so risk models with different types 
of dependence structures have been studied. For example, Goovaerts 
and Dhaene (1996) derived a compound Poisson approximation for 
a correlated aggregate claims distribution. Ambagaspitiya (1998 and 
1999) developed methods to compute an aggregate claims distribution 
with dependent claim-number processes. Cossette and Marceau (2000) 
studied a discrete-time risk model with the claim number following a 
Poisson model with common shock. Yuen and Wang (2002), Wu and 
Yuen (2003), and Wang and Yuen (2005) considered models with thin-
ning dependence in the claim-number processes. Bauerle and Grubel 
(2005) used the thinning mechanism and the idea of random shift to 
construct the dependence structure for a class of multivariate counting 
processes with Poisson marginals. Macci, Stabile, and Torrisi (2005) uti-
lized the Markov modulated Poisson shot noise process to investigate 
how the dependence among the claims of different lines in a company 
affects the Lundberg parameters of the total reserve of the company. 
We will consider a continuous-time risk model with m dependent 
classes of business in which the correlation comes from a so-called 
thinning dependence and a common shock. The thinning dependence 
suggests that the claim number of class j up to time t depends not only 
on the underlying risk in its own class, but also on the risks in other 
classes with certain probabilities. For each class, claims due to its own 
underlying risk are called main claims while claims due to the risks in 
other classes are referred to as by-claims. In addition to the thinning 
dependence, the claim numbers of all the m classes have a common 
component due to a common shock that impacts all risks simultane-
ously. This model will be called Model B throughout the rest of this 
paper. 
Model B can be briefly described as follows: let NiJJ ) be the number 
of main claims due to the underlying risk in class j which is a Poisson 
process with intensity A J, and N?J) be the number of by-claims in class 
j due to the main claims in class 1 for 1 1= j. It is assumed that the 
probability of triggering a by-claim in class j due to the main claim in 
class lis Plj where 0 < Plj < 1. Therefore, N?j) is a Poisson process 
with intensity AlPlj. For NiJ}) , it can be treated as the P jj-thinning 
process with P jj = 1. 
The number of claims due to the common shock up to time t is 
denoted by NiC ) which is also a Poisson process with intensity Ac. Here, 
we assume that Nt(jj) 's are independent and that N?j) 's given NfL!) are 
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mutually independent for 1 f=. j. Also, it is assumed that the number 
of claims due to the common shock Ni C ) is independent of all other 
claim-number processes. Thus, the claim-number process for class j is 
given by 
N£i) = Ni j ) + N?) , 
where Ni j) = I./,!i Nilj) for j = 1,2, ... ,m. 
Next, let xij) and xij) be the claim size of the ith claim in class j 
that is not due to the common shock and is due to the common shock, 
respectively. It is assumed that, for all i and j, xij),s and xfi)'s are 
mutually independent and are also independent of all the claim num-
ber processes. For each j, the xij),s and xij),s are assumed to have a 
common distribution Fj (x) with finite mean f..l j and finite variance if]. 
The total amount of claims for class j is 
fVji) NiC ) 
sij) = I xfi) + I xij), (1) 
i=i i=i 
and the aggregate claims process for all classes and risks is St, which 
is given by 
m 
S - '" S(J) t-L.,t, j=i 
and the surplus process is defined as 
Ut = U + ITt - St, 
where U is the initial surplus and IT is the rate of premium. 
(2) 
In what follows we will explore various aspects of this model. In Sec-
tion 2 we show that the aggregate claims process is a compound Poisson 
process and derive expressions for the variance and covariances of cer-
tain underlying processes. Section 3 uses the adjustment coefficient to 
compare Model B with other related models. In Section 4 we study the 
impact of the dependence structure on the probability of ultimate ruin 
in the cases of exponential and non-exponential claims. 
An important and well-known result that will be used is the following 
(Bowers et aI., 1997, Theorem 12.4.1, page 378): 
Result 1. If Sj is a compound Poisson random variable Sj = Xji + Xj2 + 
... + XjNj where the Xjk 's (k = 1,2, ... J are independent and identically 
distributed random variables with common distribution function Fj (x) 
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and Nj is Poisson with mean 1I-j, and SI, S2, ... , Sm are independent 
compound Poisson random variables, then S = SI + S2 + ... + Sm is also 
compound Poisson and can be written as S = Yl + Y2 + ... + YN where 
N is Poisson with mean A and the Yk'S (k = 1,2, ... J are independent 
and identically distributed random variables with common distribution 
function Fy (y) where 
and 
m A. 
Fy(y) = L ~ Fj(y). 
j=1 
2 The Aggregate Claims Process 
m Nij ) 
St = L L xij) 
j=1 i=1 
NiC ) 
and S?) = L Yi 
i=1 
so that the aggregate claims process becomes 
St = St + siC). 
Yuen and Wang (2002) proved that St is a compound Poisson process 
and can be expressed as I~1 Xi where Nt is a Poisson process with in-
tensity X = Al + A2 + ... + Am and Xi'S are independent and identically 
distributed random variables with distribution F5( being a weighted av-
erage of F/s and their convolutions. From the independence assump-
tions, it is easy to see that St and siC) are two independent compound 
Poisson processes. Thus, from Result 1 above, St is a compound Pois-
N(s) ( ) 
son process that can be written as St = Ii~1 Zi where Nt S is a Pois-
son process with intensity A = I1=1 Aj + Ac and Zi'S are independent 
and identically distributed random variables with distribution Fz hav-
ing moment generating function (mgf) Mz(r) where 
mA(m ) A Mz(r) = l~ Al J] (Mj(r)Plj + 1 - Plj) + ; My(r), 
Mj(r) is the mgf of the xij),s and My(r) is the mgf of the i\'s. 
For the case m = 2, the transformed claim size random variable Zi 
can be expressed as 
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Zi = XfIl I(Di = 0) + Xj2l I(Di = 1) + (XfIl + X?l)I(Di = 2), (4) 
where I(A) is the indicator of the event A, i.e., I(A) = 1 if A occurs and 
o otherwise. The underlying probabilities are 
IP'(Di = 0) = Adl ~ P12), IP'(Di = 1) = A2(1 ~ P2d, and 
IP'(Di = 2) = A1P12 + ~2P21 + Ac, 
where A = Al + A2 + Ac. The claim size distribution is thus given by 
1 
Fz(z) = -;\(Ad1 - P12)Fdz) + A2(1 - P21)F2(Z) 
+ (AIP12 + A2P21 + Ac)Fl * F2(Z)), 
(5) 
where Fl and F2 are the distributions of X(ll and x (2) , respectively, and 
Fl * F2 represents the convolution of Fl and F2. 
To study the nature of the dependence structure, it is instructive 
to derive some statistical properties of Model B. We use the notation 
Bin( n, p) to denote a binomial distribution with mean np and variance 
np(l- p) and Poi(A) to denote a Poisson variable with mean A. Clearly 
Ni jl is a Poisson process with intensity UclA where 
In addition, for i =1= j, as 
it follows that 
m 
UclA = I PljAl + Ac. 
l=l 
<Cov(N?i) , N?jl) = PliPljIE[ (NfLl))2] _ PliPlj (IE(Ni1l)) ) 2 
(ll) 
= PliPlj'Var(Nt ) = PliPljAlt. 
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Also, as N?i) and NiC ) are independent for all i, 
where 
Cov(Nii), Nij ») = COY (I Nili ) + NiC ), I Nilj) + NiC») 
l=1 l=1 
m 
= I Cov(Nili),N?j») + var(NiC») 
l=1 
= t (ijC)A, 
m 
(ijC)A = I PliPljAl + Ac. 
l=1 
As sij) is a compound Poisson process, 
while for i f= i, 
COV(Siil, sij») = J.liPj (I PliPljVar(Ni ll ») + var(NiC»)) 
l=1 
= PiP jt (ijc)A. 
For the entire book of business, 
m (m ) m m-1 
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3 Comparisons Using Adjustment Coefficients 
We will now investigate the impact of the choice of dependence 
structure on the probability of ultimate ruin. For simplicity, we only 
study the case with two dependent classes of business, that is, m = 2. 
The time of ruin, T is defined as inf {t : Ut < O}. If Ut ;=:: 0 for all t, then 
T = 00. The probability of ultimate ruin given the initial surplus u is 
'feu) = P(T < oolUo = u). 
A well-known result from classical risk theory (Bowers et al., 1997, The-
orem 13.4.1, page 413) is: for u ;=:: 0 
e-Ru 
'feu) = lE(e-RUTIT < 00) ~ e-Ru (9) 
where R is the adjustment coefficient, which is the smallest positive 
solution to the equation 
Ms(r) = enT 
as a function of r, and IT is the premium rate. When u = 0, the com-
pound Poisson model yields 
'f(0) = _I_ 
I + 1]' 
where I] is relative security loading in IT, i.e., IT = (1 + 1]) ,\lE(Z). Through-
out we will assume that Mj(r) exists for j = 1,2, ... ,m and that I] > O. 
We further assume that the adjustment coefficient for each model con-
sidered in this paper also exists. Because of the difficulty in evaluating 
'f(u), the upper bound is often taken as an approximation to 'feu). 
Hence, one may treat the adjustment coefficient as a rough measure of 
risk in the sense that the smaller the adjustment coefficient, the riskier 
the model. l 
Three other compound Poisson risk models (each with m = 2) are 
introduced for comparison with Model B: 
Model I: The claim number process for classes 1 and 2, which have 
the form N:(l) and N:(2), are independent Poisson processes with 
1 For example, suppose you are given two models (1 and 2). If the adjustment coeffi-
cient Rl for modell is less than the adjustment coefficient R2 for model 2, then (in the 
absence of further information) one may argue that model 1 is more dangerous than 
model 2 because model 1 may have greater probability of ultimate ruin than model 2. 
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intensity Al and A~, respectively. The surplus process is U: = 
U + ITt - St where S: given by 
N:(l) N:(2) 
S~ = S~(l) + S~(2) = L Xil) + L xf2). 
i~l i~ 1 
Model A: For class j, Nt(j) = Njij) + N£2j) (thinning dependence only) 
with intensity AJ = A1Plj+A2P2j for j = 1,2. The surplus process 
is ut = U + ITt - st where 
Nt(l) Nt(2) 
st = st(l) + st(2) = L xjl) + L xj2). 
i~l i~l 
Model C: For class j, d;(j) = Nil j ) + Ni C ) (common shock only) with 
intensity AJ = Aj + Ac for j = 1,2. The surplus process is uf = 
U + ITt - sf where 
Nf(l) Nf(2) 
sf = sf(l) + Sf(2) = L xjl) + L xf2). 
i~ 1 i~ 1 
We define A} = Aj + Ac for j = 1,2 and choose A1P12 = A2P21 = 
Ac so that A} = AJ = AI for j = 1,2 and the three models have the 
same expected aggregate claims. It is apparent that Model B is more 
general than Models I, A, and C. The claim number process for Model B 
is rewritten as 
N B(j) _ NB(lj) + N B(2j) + NB(c) t - t t t, 
with intensity A~ = Xd1tj + X2P2j + Xc for j = 1,2. We further assume 
that Models I, A, C, and B have the same claim size distribution for each 
of the two classes. To compare Model B to Models I, A, and C, we select 
the parameters, P12, P2l, Xl, X2, and Xc such that 
(10) 
and hence the four models have the same expected aggregate claims. 
We consider the following two cases of Model B: 
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Case 1: Let PI2 = 0.SpI2, P21 = 0.Sp2I, Al = AI, A2 = A2, and Ac = 
O.SAc, which yields 
A~I = Al + 0.SA2P21 + O.SAc and A~I = A2 + 0.SA IPI2 + O.SAc, 
where the superscript 'B1' stands for Case 1 of Model B. The fol-
lowing notations also refer to Case 1 of Model B' NBl(l) N BI (2) 
. t , t , 
SBI SBI(l) SBI(2) and UBI t ,t ,t, t . 
Case 2: Let PI2 = PI2, P21 = P21 and Ac = Ac· From (10), Al and A2 are 
determined by 
B2 N N B2 N N 
Al = Al + A2P21 + Ac and A2 = AIPI2 + A2 + Ac 
where the superscript 'B2' stands for Case 2 of Model B. Similarly 
we use the notation, N~2(1), N~2(2), Sr2, S~2(l), S~2(2) and Uf2 in 
this case. 
Let the adjustment coefficients of Models I, A, C, B1, and B2 be Rr, 
RA, Re, RBI, and RB2, respectively. Yuen and Wang (2002) showed that 
RA < Re < RI. (11) 
In a similar manner we will compare RBI and RB2 to RA, Re, and RI. It 
follows from equation (S) that the claim size distribution of Model B1 
is given by 
1 
FZB1(Z) = ;-(AI(1- 0.SpI2)Fdz) + A2(1- 0.Sp2r)F2(Z) {\Bl (12) 
+ (0.SAl P12 + 0.SA2P2l + O.SAc)FI * F2(Z)), 
where ABI = Al + A2 + O.SAc. Denote the mgf of the aggregate claims 
process of Model B1 by MBI (r). Let HBI (r) = MBI (r) - 1 and Hj (r) = 
Mj(r) - 1 for j = 1,2. From (12), we have 
ABIHBdr) = AIMdr) + A2M2(r) + 0.SAIPI2Mdr)H2(r) 
+ 0.SA2P2IM2 (r)HI (r) + 0.SAcMdr)M2 (r) (13) 
- Al - A2 - O.SAc. 
As was mentioned in Yuen and Wang (2002), the aggregate claims 
processes of Models I, A, and C can be transformed to compound Pois-
son processes with claim-number processes having intensities Al = 
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i\ 1 + i\2 + 2i\c, i\A = i\ 1 + i\2, and i\c = i\ 1 + i\2 + i\c, respectively. Of course, 
the three transformed claim size distributions are different from each 
other. For details of the forms of the three distributions see Yuen and 
Wang (2002). 
In a manner similar to MBI (r) and HBI (r), we define MA(r), Mc(r), 
HA(r), and Hdr). 
From equations (3.7) and (3.8) of Yuen and Wang (2002), we have 
i\AHA(r) = i\lMl (r) + i\2M2(r) + i\lP12Ml (r)H2(r) 
+ i\2P21M2(r)Hl(r) - i\l - i\2, and (14) 
i\cHdr) = i\lMl (r) + i\2M2 (r) + i\cMl (r)M2 (r) 
-i\1-i\2-i\c. (15) 
Hence equations (14), (15), and (13) yield 
i\BlHBl (r) = i\AHA(r) - 0.5i\cHl (r)H2(r) 
= i\cHdr) + 0.5i\cHl (r)H2(r). (16) 
As HI (r) and H2 (r) are greater than zero for r > 0, one can conclude 
that i\AHA(r) > i\BlHBdr) > i\cHdr) for r > O. This means that 
i\AHA(r) (i\BlHBl (r)) intercepts the straight line rTf before i\BlHBl (r) 
(i\cHdr)) does. Therefore equations (16) and (11) imply that 
RA < RBI < Rc < RI. (17) 
We next consider Model B2 with the claim size distribution 
1 ~ ~ 
FZB2(Z) = -i\ (i\dl- P12)Fl(Z) + i\2(1- P21)F2(Z) 
B2 (18) 
+ (AlP12 + A2P2l + i\c)Fl * F2(Z)), 
where i\B2 = Al + A2 + i\c. Analogous to equation (13), we obtain 
(19) 
+ (A l P12 + A2P2l + i\c)Mdr)M2(r) - Al - A2 - i\c, 
from equation (18). As equation (10) implies that 
and 
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equation (19) can be rewritten as 
AB2HB2(r) = AIMI (r) + A2M2(r) + AeMl (r)M2(r) 
+ (AIP12 + A2P21)Hdr)H2(r) - Al - 11.2 - Ae. 
(20) 
Using equations (15) and (20), we get 
AB2HB2(r) = AcHdr) + (AIP12 + A2P21)Hl (r)H2(r). (21) 
Furthermore, 
AAHA(r) = AcHdr) + AeHdr)H2 (r), 
because of equation (16) and 
(22) 
Ae = AIP12 = (AI + A2P21)P12 < AIP12 + A2P21. (23) 
It follows from equations (21), (22), and (23) that 
AB2HB2(r) > AAHA(r). (24) 
Similar to the derivation of (17), we reach 
RB2 < RA < RBI < Rc < R" (25) 
due to (17) and (24). Inequality (25) can be easily explained by com-
paring the covariances of the two claim-number processes of the five 
models: 
Cov(N:(l), N:(2)) = 0, 
< COV(N;(l),N;(2)) = Act, 
< Cov(N~l(l),N~l(2)) = 0.5t(AIP12 + A2P21 + Ae) = 1.5Aet, 
< CoV(Nt(l) ,Nt(2)) = (A I P12 + A2P21)t = 2Aet, 
< Cov(N~2(l),N~2(2)) = (A I P12 + A2P21 + Ae)t > 2Aet. 
As the correlation in Model A (thinning dependence only) is much 
stronger than that in Model C (common shock only), it is natural to 
expect that the impact of dependence in Model B (a mixture of thin-
ning dependence and common shock) is somewhat smaller than that 
in Model A. Our results, however, show that it is not always the case. 
In fact, different sets of parameter values of Model B may lead to con-
flicting results. Hence, in order to obtain an accurate assessment of the 
underlying risk, selection of dependence structure and determination 
of parameter values are equally important. 
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4 Ultimate Ruin Probabilities 
We will compare the ultimate ruin probabilities, 'Y1(u), 'Yc (u), 'YBI (u), 
'YA(u), and 'YB2 (u), of Models I, C, Bl, A, and B2, respectively. 
4.1 Exponential Claims 
Here we assume that the claim amounts xij) follow an exponential 
distribution with Fj(z) = 1 - e-Bjz for j = 1,2. It is easy to check that 
82 81 
Fl * F2(Z) = 8 8 Fl (z) + 8 8 F2(Z). 
2- 1 1- 2 
Hence, Fz(z) of (5) becomes 
which is a mixed exponential distribution. In this case, the method 
introduced by Gerber (1979, Chapter 8, pages 116-118) allows us to 
calculate the exact value of 'Y(u). (l) (2) Let E(Xi ) = fJl = 1 and E(Xi ) = fJ2 = 3. We set "-1= 5, "-2 = 3, 
"-c = 2, P12 = 2/5, and P21 = 2/3 so that Al = 45/11 and A2 = 15/11 
in Model B2. The expected aggregate claims per unit time is 22 in each 
model. The constant premium rate is arbitrarily chosen as 24.2 with 17 = 
0.1. The means and variances of the claim numbers and the aggregate 
claims are summarized as follows: 
Mean Variance 
N1(l) N A(1) NBl(l) N B2 (1) NC(l) 7t 7t 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 
NI(2) N A(2) N Bl (2) N B2 (2) N C(2) 5t 5t 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 
s:(1) , st(l), S~l(l), S~2(l), sf(l) 7t 14t 
S:(2), st(2), S~l (2), S~2(2), Sf(2) 15 t 90t 
Using the formulas developed in Section 2, the correlation coefficients 
(p) between the claim numbers and between the aggregate claims for 
each model are: 
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P (Nt(l), Nt(2)) = 0.676, 
p(N~2(l),N~2(2)) = 0.768, 
p(st(l),St(2)) = 0.338, 
p(S~2(l),S~2(2)) = 0.384, 
p(N~I(l),N~I(2)) = 0.507, 
P(N;(l),N;(2)) = 0.338, 
p(S~1(l),S~I(2)) = 0.254, 
p(S;(l),S;(2)) = 0.169. 
Table 1 displays the ultimate ruin probabilities for the five models. 
Notice that these results can be ordered as follows: 
'Yi(u) < 'Yc(u) < 'YB1 (U) < 'YA(u) < 'YB2 (U), (26) 
which is consistent with equation (25). 
Table 1 
'Y(u) for Exponential Claims and r} = 0.10 
u 'Yi(u) 'YA(u) 'YBl(U) 'YB2 (u) 'Yc(u) 
0 0.9091 0.9091 0.9091 0.9091 0.9091 
10 0.6128 0.6642 0.6527 0.6701 0.6403 
30 0.2871 0.3559 0.3399 0.3644 0.3231 
50 0.1346 0.1907 0.1770 0.1982 0.1630 
70 0.0631 0.1022 0.0922 0.1078 0.0822 
90 0.0295 0.0548 0.0480 0.0586 0.0415 
110 0.0138 0.0294 0.0250 0.0319 0.0209 
130 0.0065 0.0157 0.0130 0.0173 0.0106 
150 0.0030 0.0084 0.0068 0.0094 0.0053 
200 0.0005 0.0018 0.0013 0.0021 0.0010 
4.2 Non-Exponential Claims 
As it is generally difficult to obtain explicit expressions for the ul-
timate ruin probability for a compound Poisson model when the claim 
amounts are not exponential, we use simulations to get approximations 
for 'Y(u) for non-exponential claim size distributions. We use two pairs 
of claim size distributions: (i) gamma and Weibull, and (U) lognormal 
and Weibull distributions. In both cases, the parameters in the claim 
number processes are chosen to be Ai = 7, A~ = 6, Al = 5, A2 = 4, 
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AC = 2, P12 = 0.4, and P21 = 0.5, which yields Al = 3.75 and A2 = 2.5 
in Model B2. 
We now define the N-year ruin probability as 
'I'N(U) = lP(T :0; NIUo = u), (27) 
which, for large N, will be used as an approximation to 'I'(u). It turns 
out that N = 1,000 is large enough to give reasonably accurate esti-
mates of'I'(u). Also, the number of simulated realizations (sample 
paths) used is 1,000.2 Our simulations are based on the fact that the 
claim inter arrival times follow an exponential distribution. 
Based on equation (4), the transformed claim amounts Zi'S can be 
generated using the following steps: 
Step 1: Generate U from the uniform (0,1) distribution. 
Step 2: If U < Ad1- P12)/A or U > (Ad1- P12) + A2(1- P21)) lA, 
then generate i\ from the distribution of xiI), else set }71 = o. 
Step 3: If U ~ Ad1 - P12) I A, then generate }72 from the distribution of 
(2) ~ Xi ,else set Y2 = o. 
Step 4: Z = }71 + }72. 
Step 5: Return to Step 1 for another simulated Z value. 
We provide two examples of the simulations. 
Example 1 Consider the case where xiI) and xj2) are gamma and Weibull 
random variables, respectively, with pdfs 
f ( ) - 1 lX-I -x/{3 and 1 x - {3lXf(ex) x e , (28) 
h (x) = T(xIW)TeX~( _(XIW)T) , (29) 
with ex = 0.5, {3 = 6, W = 1.5, and T = 0.5. Thus, IE(XjI») = IE(Xj2») = 3, 
Var(XiI)) = 18" and Var(xj2») = 45. The expected aggregate claims 
per unit time for each of the five models is 39 and the premium rate is 
set to be k = 46.8 with I'J = 0.2. The means and variances of the claim 
numbers and the aggregate claims are as follows: 
2There are several sophisticated simulation methods for estimating 'flu) for com-
pound Poisson models such as using the Pollaczeck-Khinchine formula and importance 
sampling. We refer the readers to Asmussen (2000) and references therein for details 
of many of these methods. 
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Mean Variance 
NI(l) NA(l) NBl(l) N B2 (1) NC(l) 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 7t 7t 
N 1(2) N A (2) N B1 (2) N B2 (2) N C(2) 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 6t 6t 
SI(l) sA(l) SBl(l) SB2(l) SC(l) 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 2It 189t 
sI(2) SA(2) SB1(2) SB2(2) SC(2) 
t,t ,t ,t ,t 18t 324t 
Table 2 displays estimates of 'YN(20)for various values of N. The 
standard errors of the estimates are shown in parentheses.3 Notice 
that 'YN (20) appears to be constant for N 2': 1000. Therefore, the ap-
proximation 'Y(u) ~ 'YlOOO(U) is used in Tables 3 through 5. 
Table 2 
'YN(20) for Gamma and Weibull Claims and 11 = 0.20 
N 'Yk(u) 'Y~(u) 'Y~I (u) 'Y~2(u) 'Y~(u) 
200 0.4372 0.5243 0.5047 0.5456 0.4939 
(0.0209) (0.0233) (0.0216) (0.0325) (0.0179) 
400 0.4376 0.5245 0.5048 0.5460 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0325) (0.0180) 
600 0.4376 0.5246 0.5048 0.5463 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0325) (0.0180) 
800 0.4376 0.5246 0.5048 0.5465 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0325) (0.0180) 
1,000 0.4376 0.5246 0.5048 0.5466 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0324) (0.0180) 
1,200 0.4376 0.5246 0.5048 0.5466 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0324) (0.0180) 
Notes: Standard errors of estimates are shown in parentheses. 
Table 3 shows the estimates ~I(U), ~C(u), ~Bl (u), ~A(U), and ~B2 (u) 
for various values of u with N = 1,000. Inline with what we observe 
in Section 4.1, the ultimate ruin probabilities for each value of u can be 
arranged in the same order as equation (26). 
Example 2 Here In(X?)) ~ N(p, (}'2) (Le., x?) is lognormal) with p = 
0.434044 and (}' = 1.1528816 while xj2) has pdf given in equation 
(29) with w = 0.902703 and T = 0.4. Then, E(X?») = E(X?») = 3, 
3Note that all standard errors shown in parentheses in Tables 2 to 5 are calculated 
from 100 simulated values of'l'N(u). 
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Table 3 
'flOOO(U) for Gamma and Weibull Claims and 11 = 0.20 
u {fj(u) ¥A(U) ¥Bl (u) 'fB2 (U) ¥C(u) 
20 0.4376 0.5246 0.5048 0.5466 0.4941 
(0.0210) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0324) (0.0180) 
30 0.3323 0.4267 0.4078 0.4524 0.3938 
(0.0196) (0.0226) (0.0203) (0.0313) (0.0179) 
40 0.2591 0.3490 0.3326 0.3788 0.3166 
(0.0190) (0.0206) (0.0181) (0.0293) (0.0170) 
50 0.2058 0.2881 0.2722 0.3182 0.2575 
(0.0163) (0.0183) (0.0160) (0.0272) (0.0152) 
60 0.1646 0.2377 0.2249 0.2684 0.2101 
(0.0144) (0.0171) (0.0146) (0.0264) (0.0149) 
70 0.1338 0.1982 0.1876 0.2275 0.1727 
(0.0133) (0.0161) (0.0125) (0.0237) (0.0141) 
80 0.1106 0.1655 0.1561 0.1933 0.1436 
(0.0122) (0.0141) (0.0119) (0.0232) (0.0133) 
Notes: Standard errors of estimates are shown in parentheses. 
Var(Xil)) = 25, and Var(xjI») = 88.78. Like Example 1, the expected 
aggregate claims per unit time is 39 for each model and k = 46.8. The 
means and variances of various quantities are given below: 
Mean Variance 
N1(l) NA(l) NBl(l) N B2 (l) NC(l) 
t,t ,t.t ,t 7t 7t 
N1(2) N A (2) N B1 (2) N B2 (2) N C(2) 
t.t.t.t ,t 6t 6t 
SI(l) SA(l) SBl(l) SB2(l) SC(l) 
t,t.t 't.t 2lt 238t 
S1(2) SA(2) SBl(2) SB2(2) SC(2) 
t.t ,t.t ,t 18t 586.7lt 
Table 4 displays estimates of 'fN(20); we use 'feu) "'" 'flOOO(U) as 
'fN(20) again appears to be constant for N ;::: 1000. Estimates of 'feu) 
with different values of u are shown in Table 5. Not surprisingly. the 
results in Table 5 exhibit a pattern similar to those in Table 3. The 
results in Table 5 are generally higher than those in Table 3 mainly 
because the claim distributions used in Table 5 have heavier tails that 
make the model in Example 2 riskier. 
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In closing, the results shown in this section illustrate the important 
fact that modeling the dependence structure and estimating the param-
eter values are equally important in assessing the underlying risk. 
Table 4 
'YN(20) for Lognormal and Weibull Claims and r) = 0.20 
N 'Y~(u) 'Y~(u) 'YW(u) 'Y~2(u) 'Y~(u) 
200 0.4785 0.5353 0.5269 0.5548 0.5003 
(0.0269) (0.0189) (0.0193) (0.0448) (0.0262) 
400 0.4787 0.5354 0.5270 0.5553 0.5010 
(0.0270) (0.0188) (0.0192) (0.0444) (0.0262) 
600 0.4787 0.5354 0.5270 0.5554 0.5012 
(0.0270) (0.0188) (0.0192) (0.0445) (0.0262) 
800 0.4787 0.5354 0.5270 0.5555 0.5013 
(0.0270) (0.0188) (0.0192) (0.0445) (0.0262) 
1,000 0.4787 0.5354 0.5270 0.5555 0.5013 
(0.0270) (0.0188) (0.0192) (0.0445) (0.0262) 
Notes: Standard errors of estimates are shown in parentheses. 
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